29 January 2021
The Hon Paul Fletcher MP
PO Box 6022
House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600
CHRIS (BRENDON) AGPASA SUBMISSION TO THE 2021-22 PRE-BUDGET SUBMISSIONS
Dear Minister Fletcher,
I write to request assistance had appropriate for media diversity to support digital radio and TV rollouts will
continue in the federal funding, Brendon Agpasa was a student, radio listener and TV viewer.
Paul Fletcher MP and the Morrison Government is supporting the media diversity including digital radio
rollout, transition of community television to an online operating model, digital TV rollout, radio and TV
services through regional media and subscription TV rollout we’re rolled out for new media landscape and
it’s yours to towards a digital future of radio and TV broadcasting.
We looking up for an expansion of digital radio rollout has been given consideration, the new digital
spectrum to test a trial DRM30 and DRM+ with existing analogue (AM/FM) radio services, shortwave radio
and end of spectrum (VHF NAS licences) will be adopted Digital Radio Mondiale services in Australia for
the future plans. The radio stations Sydney’s 2GB, Melbourne’s 3AW, Brisbane’s Nova 106.9, Adelaide’s
Mix 102.3, Perth’s Nova 93.7, Hit FM and Triple M ranks number 1 at ratings survey 8 in December 2020.
Recently in December 2020, Nova Entertainment had launched it’s new DAB+ stations in each market,
such as Nova Throwbacks, Nova 90s, Nova Noughties, Nova 10s, Smooth 80s and Smooth 90s to bring
you the freshest hits, throwbacks and old classics all day everyday at Nova and Smooth FM.
The full DRM standard in the AM and FM bands, too was adopted in exported to Australia and in line with
the digital radio broadcasting capabilities that come from each broadcaster to listener.
The sub-metropolitan licences of community radio stations in all capital cities will be expanding to digital
radio rollout, which includes the Melbourne sub-metropolitan community stations is based in Victoria.
The ABC International has been improved digital radio broadcasting capabilities to some of the regions
across the Pacific and Asia, currently relying on 24-hour FM stations, local relay stations and live satellite.
It denotes an ABC News programs such as radio news bulletins, AM, PM and The World Today, as well as
an ABC Radio programs from another networks are broadcast on ABC Radio Australia is relaying to Indo
Pacific region.
The Seven Network and Prime Media Group have renewed their affiliation agreement which will see
Prime7 and GWN7 will remain affiliated to Seven extends the multi-year deal for next few years in
additional funding of regional TV affiliation arrangements.
Seven Network for Seven West Media and Southern Cross Austereo have also extended their regional TV
affiliation agreement for Tasmania, Darwin, Spencer Gulf, Broken Hill, Central & Eastern Australia and Mt
Isa for extended multi-year deal in another next few years across additional funding costs.
As a result of the 2021 extended affiliate changes, WIN will continue to broadcast Network 10 programming
across regional areas, in addition to it’s high definition simulcast will show WIN HD which broadcasts the
simulcast of Network 10 programming in HD, such as Formula 1 Australian Grand Prix.

WIN Television Griffith is continues to have relayed programming mainly from Network 10 through the WIN
Network in southern NSW, WIN Griffith’s supplementary licence had carrying generally a feed from Prime7
Orange including Prime7 News Central West, WIN Griffith’s another supplementary station had also
broadcasts Nine programming.
WIN Griffith is a relay of Network 10 Sydney combined with WIN Television Wagga Wagga, as well as
WIN’s Seven Griffith relays Seven Network Sydney combined with direct feed of Prime Television Orange
and WIN’s Nine Griffith relays Nine Network Sydney. WIN Griffith will carry new multi-channels 7flix, 9Life,
9Rush and 10 Shake began broadcast into the area for the first time in TV history.
The Telstra cable network, satellite and Optus cable network delivers Foxtel’s TV signal with any
subscription, which includes the satellite technology installed combined with access to cable network for
use of cable connections we’re connected to satellite delivery of pay TV services.
If you’re live in Australia & we have received free-to-air channels through digital TV services, the VHF and
UHF antennas is pointed to TV transmitters, you can get a good signals of crystal clear reception.
Then, tune your Television to ABC, SBS, Seven, Nine, 10, and community TV by going to any channel on
your TV, you will need a new digital TV with VHF and UHF reception, but it can be connected into the same
coaxial cable that goes into digital TV, it also can be received direct-to-home satellite where the free-to-air
TV channels is carried on the VAST platform.
Pay TV's video on demand content which includes movies, pay-per-view events, adult entertainment and
more, as well as expanded range of international and Christian channels delivered via satellite feeds.
Internationally, the major initiative of Australian digital TV rollout to boost for audiences in around the world.
The Indo-Pacific region will have access to more Australian news and sport content is delivered by
Australian News Channel Pty Ltd to carry Sky News Australia content on Australia Channel News and Fox
Sports News content on Australia Channel Sport would join the TV rebroadcasters and live satellite
footprint was relaying to Asia and the Pacific. Australia Channel will be an amalgamation of content from
Sky News, Sky News Weather, Sky News Extra, and Fox Sports News.
Foxtel plans to added 9Rush and 10 Shake to satellite and cable subscribers in the future.
ABC Australia TV had multi-genre programming is sourced from ABC, SBS, other TV networks and through
co-production acquisition, alongside PacificAusTV will deliver the sourced content from Australian
commercial TV networks and other content providers.
Live sports which are encrypted through Australian TV content across overseas, as well as satellite feeds
relays news aired by overseas broadcasters on the free-to-air and pay TV services.
Pay TV will carry streaming services BINGE, Kayo, Disney+, Amazon Prime Video, hayu, Paramount+
(formerly 10 All Access), Netflix, Stan, Optus Sport, BritBox, ABC iview, SBS on Demand, 7plus, 9Now and
10 Play we’re expands to satellite, cable and IPTV customers.
Examples of few things to include range of channels in TV services is at Attachment numbers.
Thank you for your time and I look forward to see listen to radio, watch TV and secure the future of digital
radio and TV rollouts you may be able to offer.
Yours faithfully,

Chris (Brendon) Agpasa

Attachment 1
Expanded Pay TV channels through Foxtel

Attachment 2
VAST TV channels

Foxtel retransmits free-to-air TV channels

Attachment 3
Australia’s international TV broadcasters via satellite footprint

Christian TV channels

WIN Television channels Griffith/MIA

Free-to-air services of International TV channels via satellite

